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 NVS Therapy

NVS Therapy delivers a light activatable small molecule locally to the 
arterial wall. A light fiber inserted into the PTA balloon guidewire lumen is 
illuminated using 450nm blue light from a laser source (Figure 1). 

 10-8-10 Dimer Delivery and Distribution in Target Vessel

Using fluorescence microscopy, the compound distribution is quantified on 
histological sections in both porcine and cadaver arteries. Structure of the 
extracellular matrix proteins was visualized using multiphoton imaging of 
histological sections (Figure 2 and 3). 

 Healthy Swine Overstretch Model

Post-angioplasty 30% overstretch vessel diameters were recorded by 
quantitative contrast angiography in swine models (Figure 4 and 5). 

PURPOSE
Percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) is routinely performed in 
patients with peripheral artery disease (PAD), however, results are 
frequently suboptimal due to vessel recoil and dissection. The use of 
provisional stenting to address suboptimal results is associated with in-
stent restenosis and fractures. 

Natural Vascular Scaffolding (NVS), a novel treatment approach using 
photoactivated crosslinking of native extracellular matrix proteins in the 
vessel wall creating an endogenous scaffold instead of stent implants. 

MATERIAL  &  METHODS

Figure 1: Components of the NVS Therapy
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10-8-10 Dimer Delivery and Effect on Extracellular Matrix Proteins

CONCLUSIONS

NVS Therapy is a novel treatment that restores the lumen to provide 
immediate and sustainable blood flow increase without implants, offering a 
safer alternative to stent for patients suffering from PAD. 
NVS technology has received  FDA approval for human investigation by Alucent
Biomedical Inc. Clinical trial is currently enrolling.

Photoactivated Linking of Extracellular Structural Proteins

 The NVS small molecule, is a novel light activatable 4-amino-1,8-naphthalimide
 The compound acts as an electron donor following photoactivation by 450nm laser light
 Photoactivation creates covalent linking between oxidizable amino acids on the surface of adjacent extracellular

matrix proteins in the vessel wall (dityrosine formation is illustrated as an example)

 Full penetration of the 10-8-10 Dimer into the vascular wall, see inset image in Figure 2, results in increased
ECM density on the right figure in Figure 2.

 The results in Figures 2 and 3 show NVS treatment crosslinks extracellular matrix proteins creating the natural
scaffold that enables retention of luminal gain.

In Vivo Testing in Healthy Swine Model
Figure 4. Figure 5.
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In Vitro Testing with Human Popliteal Arteries
Human popliteal arteries (from 55-85 year old deceased donors n=5, males and females)
Arteries were cleaned → Treated under 4 conditions → Dissected into rings → Mounted in organ chambers

Cumulative concentration response curve to U46619 in 
human isolated popliteal artery rings
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Effect of sodium nitroprusside (SNP, 100 µM) in human 
isolated popliteal artery rings pre-constricted with 

U46619 (100 nM) 

Mean results are expressed 
as a percentage of the 
maximum U46619 
constriction response.  

Mean results are 
expressed as a percentage 
of the maximal KPSS 
response.

 Following preconditioning, vessels were stimulated with a constrictor,  thromboxane receptor mimetic 
(U46619), and a vasodilator (sodium nitroprusside (SNP)) to test smooth muscle functionality following 
treatment under the 4 different conditions, in duplicates. 

 NVS Therapy has no effect smooth muscle functionality.
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IN VITRO STUDIES WITH HUMAN VESSELS

CONSTRICTION

RELAXATION

Atherosclerotic inflammatory cascade

 IL-6 levels in supernatants collected from cultured human isolated popliteal artery rings pre-treated 
with NVS, NVS + light, PBS, and PBS + light, respectively (n=3)  

 NVS treatment decreased vascular inflammation in atherosclerotic human popliteal arteries

 Fluoroscopic image of the acute effect of NVS 
therapy vs POBA control (left image)

 Treatment is applied to overstretched healthy 
porcine arteries in the iliac vascular bed

 The shape of the PTA balloon is visible on the NVS 
treated arteries post-treatment (right image)

 Contrast to the NVS treated vessels, the POBA 
control does not preserve the shape of the PTA 
balloon

Multiphoton imaging of NVS treated artery (right figure) 
shows denser medial collagen fiber network compared to 

control artery (left figure).  

The elastin fibers appear unstretched after POBA induced overstretch (left image)
Elastin fibers are elongated (right image) corresponding with the preserved lumen size 

following NVS treatment during overstretch

Figure 2. Figure 3.
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